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HIGHLIGHTS

TYPICAL PROPERTIES

HMIS RATINGS

Flammability

Reactivity

Personal Protection

Health
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-Keep out of reach of children.

-Shelf life of one year.

-Refer to SDS for additional safety

information.
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-Vapor Pressure:    N/A

-Volatility:     82

-Solubility:     Yes

-Specific Gravity:     0.9800

-Vapor Density:     N/A

-pH:    1.0

-Evaporation Rate:  Slower than

Ether

-Physical Description: Opaque 

Pink Liquid w/ Characteristic 

Odor

SAFETY CAUTIONS

Since 1927, Arrow-Magnolia 
has helped people solve their 
cleaning and maintenance 
problems with the finest 
products available today.

-Keeps Restroom Fixtures Sparkling

Bright

-High Strength Formulation

-Prevents Corrosion Damage

-Acid Based

LIQUID
DESCRIPTION:

BRUTE emulsion bowl cleaner keeps restroom 
fixtures sparkling bright. Acid-based BRUTE 
provides all the power you need to knock out even 
the toughest scale, stains and discolorations.

Higher strength formulation is designed for tough 
industrial and institutional use.

Quickly swabs away even crusted-on formations.

Special inhibitor prevents corrosion damage to 
pipes, drains, etc.

Helps eliminate germs and bad odor resulting from 
stained and dirty urinals and toilet bowls.

Ideal for hotels, motels, schools and office buildings 
where clean facilities are a must.

DIRECTIONS:

-Urinals:
Flush, then apply a small stream (two ounces) to 
inside urinal walls, then add two ounces to swab 
mop and rub away stains and discolorations. Allow 
3-4 minutes. Flush with fresh water.

-Toilet Bowls:
Remove water from the bowl by forcing it over the 
trap with a swab. Squirt a small stream
(two to four ounces) to swab mop.
Cover inside bowl area paying special attention to 
area under rim where scum accumulates. Allow 
3-4 minutes, flush toilet, and rinse out mop.

BRUTE

manufactured by:

ARROW MAGNOLIA INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
2646 Rodney Lane
Dallas, Texas 75229
Toll Free: 800.527.2101
www.arrowmagnolia.com




